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ABSTRACT
This paper explains about various challenges, benefits and key issues in sharing of data
for single window/one-stop service, particularly in case of personal Information of a
Citizen (Name, address, data of birth, place of birth etc.) among the multiple departments
of a Govt. organization and its agencies. The clean, consistent, accurate and reliable
integrated Personal Information can be used to have a single consistent view of a citizen
and it is used for making decisions, rules, acts, reports, forecasts and performance
management by the Government. At present Personal Information sharing among
government departments and its agencies does not exists and there is an urgent need to
not only accelerate information distribution, but also to broaden the scope of
organization that can share data. Implementation of the Personal Information integration
is the right solution to the government for integrated service delivery and for other
services like G2E, G2G, and G2B among the departments. It is not an easy task to
implement in the Government sector, but it is certainly a goal. The primary challenges to
the Government are to integrate disparate systems.
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1. Introduction
At present, there is a greater stress on ICT (Information and Communications Technology), almost all the
Government departments, subordinate offices and Government funded autonomous organizations have
their own websites. The Government has an inventory of more than a million different types of forms in
different languages (say Indian languages like Telugu, Tamil, Hindi, Urdu and etc.) used for various
transactions meant for improved efficiency and citizen services. Most of the Government operations are
isolated and processes are paperbound and finding a piece of information involves either searching a
directory or employing a particular application. Also this information lead to redundancy, inefficiency and
unnecessary expense
The Integration of multiple pieces of personal information can only be done manually in this case. Also
citizens are required to stand in long queues and seek assistance at multiple Government offices. There is a
need to use of electronic data processing in the day-to-day operations of government departments. The
electronic form of this information is needed to distribute and share among Government departments and
its agencies for efficiency and transparency, particularly in case of personal information. This can be done
through data integration; it can be defined as the process in which dissimilar data, devices, and systems are
joined to allow for operations under one similar framework. Data, integration is performed for many
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reasons, including improving operations efficiency, decreasing resources required to maintain a number of
dissimilar systems, and providing data to end-users through one interface. Some information sharing is
already taking place in most governments. Perhaps one department provides a monthly compact disk of
relevant data to another department, such departments data can be moved into the integration platform
Well-integrated systems and Communication processes among multiple departments make government
work more efficiently, effectively and securely. The ability of government departments to share
information, integrate information and business processes by agreeing to use common standards is called
interoperability. This ability will enhance the capability of departments to integrate information, technology
and services across their boundaries, and to provide easy electronic access to government information and
services. We need certain requirements to achieve electronic “interoperability like Complete, reliable and
consistent information should be available with the departments, Access (to information and systems),
Information Sharing and Exchange with in and outside the departments, Interconnection (of information
systems) with in and outside the departments and Service delivery (inter-department business protocols).
Many Government organizations move forward to fulfill the vision of providing information and
interoperability among Governments/agencies/business.
As Center and State Governments recognize the value of shred services, more and more are looking to
enterprise level integration to streamline and enhance their operations. Also the Government organizations
and its agencies are making unremitting efforts to improve service delivery as well as internal efficiency
and effectiveness. The Government can provide services or information to the citizens through multiple
channels under single window. The Government can create a one-stop Government, where citizen services
are available 24-hours a day from a single electronic point of access. That is moving the public sector away
from traditional paper-based ways of working by electronically joining up information across a range of
Government departments.
Many Governments are creating or created their State Data Center (SDC), State Wide Area Network
(SWAN) and Common Service Centers (CSCs) as a nodal points for front-end citizen service delivery for
improving the quality, accessibility and effectiveness of the Government services to the citizens and
business with the help of ICT. Also to provide a common IT infrastructure for smooth and secure rollout of
its E-Governance programs. Through the CSCs , the services like G2G, G2B and G2C will be accessible to
the citizens, in a speedy, efficient and transparent manner and also ensuring that the right people get the
benefits in right time.
For an instance, the eSeva is the initiative of Andhra Pradesh Government, India is a Public
Private Partnership (PPP) offering single-window or One-stop-shop service for over 66 G2C and
B2C services of services including online payment of utility bills Electricity bills like Water and
sewerage bills, Telephone bills, Property Tax, Sales Tax and taxes. Issue of Certificates like
Registration of births / deaths certificates and other facilitation services like change of address or
ownership of vehicles through 46 eSeva centers with 400 service counters (Source:
http://esevaonline.com).
To providing services or information to the citizens through multiple channels under single window, there
is a need to integrate the Citizen’s Personal Information among the public and private sector
departments/agencies for efficiency and transparency. It improves the interoperability of information and
services at different government sites, making it easier for users to compare and combine information from
different government sources in consistent and meaningful ways. Personal information can be used to
locate or identify an individual’s name, aliases, Social Security Number, Address and driver’s license
number. It is needed for delivering integrated services (online/offline), achieving efficiency and
effectiveness gains through better use of data, information or technology (especially across Government
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departments and its agencies).
Another instance is:

Source: (http://epaper.hindustantimes.com,

Date, 05.09.07, Page 11).

At personal information sharing among government departments and its agencies does not exists and there
is an urgent need to not only accelerate information distribution, but also to broaden the scope of
organization that can share data. Personal information integration is needed for delivering integrated
services (both online and offline), achieving efficiency and effectiveness gains through better use of data,
information or technology (especially across Government departments and its agencies); or generally
increasing departmental capability or performance. This will help the Government to communicate with
each other smoothly.
Personal Information Integration reduces fraud, speed service and increase employee productivity.Using
personal information integration among departments of the Government and its agencies, not only to share
key information across multiple departments but also to make better management and deeper insights
possible with a more efficient use of resources across the state or center Government. Also it provides
accurate, current, and timely information for Govt. initiatives. It improves efficiency, reduces costs and
reducing redundancy data and improving automated interactions among the departments.
Implementation of the Personal Information integration is the right solution to the government for
integrated service delivery and for other services like G2E, G2G, and G2B among the
departments. Not an easy task to implement in the Government sector. But it is certainly a goal.
Implementation of the Personal Information integration is the right solution to the government for
integrated service delivery and for other services like G2E, G2G, and G2B among the departments. Not an
easy task to implement in the Government sector. But it is certainly a goal.

2. Why Personal Information Data Integration?
The increasing complexity by various Government agencies has raised many data sharing and integration
issues. An early key problem had been the lack of sufficient standards and protocols, resulting in the
development of proprietary data formats for transmitting information between Government Departments
and its agencies. Similar to the problem of transferring files in incompatible data formats create difficulty in
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sharing and exchanging data that has been obtained from different Departments/Agencies.
Departments/agencies with incompatible equipment have historically been unable to share or integrate the
personal information of the citizen, which is captured by them as per their need.

3. Key Issues of Personnel Information Integration:
The key issues for most organizations is to take stock of where they are now, and then decide on what
projects to continue, what to discard and what to keep as they decide to move ahead with the data
integration effort. Security, privacy, trust, authentication and identity management are the key issues. For
this enterprise should develop a data integration strategy. The strategy should be developed by under
standing the following areas:
l) The business domain: What are the basics of your business?. How is it structured? What kind of
information do you need for decision making.?, 2). The data domain: What data does your organization
collect? How is it stored? Who owns it and what is it quality? What formal databases do you have?, 3). The
information system domain: What does your information system environment look like? What platforms,
languages and protocols exist? What kind of information security do you have?, 4). The Decision support
domain: Is there an executive information system for your organization? Do your end-users understand
basic decision support system concepts? What decision support tools are in place?, 5). The People domain:
Who are your end-users? Are they computer literate? What is their level of training? Where are they
located?, 6) The Privacy domain: Privacy is more than confidentiality and security. It can't be an
afterthought. It has to be built into the system from the outset. Indeed, privacy concerns may well
determine how you build these systems, and maybe even whether you build them at all. A Privacy Impact
Assessment is an analysis of the likely impacts on privacy of a project, practice, or system. It involves
looking at all the personal information practices that go into the system, such as what kinds of information
will be collected, how consent will be obtained, how and for how long the information is to be kept, how it
will be used, and to whom it will be disclosed. It looks at things like the purposes and statutory authorities
for collection, use, and disclosure, what kinds of linkages there will be between this and other information,
how individuals will be able to exercise their right of access to their information, and how they will be able
to correct any inaccuracies. It also looks at privacy legislation and principles, and assesses how the project
or system complies with them overall.
If information is being collected or used without consent, that's a fundamental violation of privacy, and no
confidentiality and security measures will change that. If it was collected for one purpose and is being used
for an unrelated purpose, without consent, that too is a violation of privacy. 7) Confidentiality and Security
domain: Confidentiality is our obligation to protect other people's personal information when it's in our
possession. It's an obligation to care for the information, maintain its secrecy and not misuse or wrongfully
disclose it. And security is the process of assessing and countering threats and risks to information. If
information is being collected or used without consent, that's a fundamental violation of privacy, and no
confidentiality and security measures will change that. If it was collected for one purpose and is being used
for an unrelated purpose, without consent, that too is a violation of privacy. Lack of an inexpensive and
easy-to-manage security Infrastructure (E.g PKIs) that capture sensitive information. Security issues like
identity, confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation, accountability needs to be addressed..8) Business
Process Re-Engineering domain: Manual processes of Citizen’s Personal Information needs to be reengineering among the Government/Agencies, in order to leverage maximum benefit. 9) Accessibility
domain: Citizen’s Personal Information captured/stored by various departments/agencies and maintaining
either centrally or individually, should be made available through multiple channels like common services
centers, passport, police and post Office on multiple devices like mobile phone, computer, hand held
devices and laptops. 10) Local Languages: The Citizen’s Personal Information available with the
Government/Agencies should be available in all Local languages (example: Indian Languages like Hindi,
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Telugu, Tamil, Bengali, Urdu and so on). The personal information integration in location languages is
very much needed for a county like India and it is very challengeable to the Government.11) Archival and
Future Accessibility: An information Technology field is very dynamic in which only constant is change,
the Technology tools become obsolete very soon. A Road map must be prepared..12) Miscellaneous The
surveys to be conducted to collect information pertaining to: Current practices, Data classification and
formats, Data integration, dissemination, and utilization.
In addition to the above, the existing information systems being under operations and during acquisition
processes are to be investigated. 1) Program and data structures: a) Identify the level of data integration)
Identify any standard data format for integration of Citizen’s Personal Information. 2) Computer
architecture and networks. The objectives of this step is to conceptually design a configuration of databases
and computer networks integration, so that information can be interchanged seamlessly and overall systems
have a single-system image to users.
Some of the privacy impacts: Will it be possible to combine unrelated personal information to create new
information about identifiable individuals? Will it be possible to track an individual's transactions with
different programs? Will the system, especially its demands for identification and authentication, lead to
profiling, transaction monitoring, or other forms of surveillance? Will the program or system entail the
physical observation of individuals? Will it facilitate electronic misuse of publicly available personal
information?

4. Challenges with Personal Information Integration
Personal Information Integration is the primary challenge to the Government departments today. As
companies adopted new technologies over the years, many new systems acquired at the department level
did not 'talk' to the other systems already in place. Legacy systems, installed years or decades ago, have
typically been heavily customized (often without adequate documentation). The result has been 'silos' of
information within the organization. Personal information Integration is critical to the center and state
government departments than any other sector due to Political pressures; budget cuts and security issues
bring many new and difficult challenges
There are certain challenges or problems are to be faced for data sharing, for Integrated Service Delivery
(ISD) particularly in case of sharing personal information of a citizen among departments of a Government
organization, if the citizen information is created, managed maintained by the individual departments
separately. Also in a government environment, many different departments maintain citizen information on
a variety of incompatible systems, making data sharing almost impossible. For example, a residential
address might be stored in 10 unconnected computer systems.
Generally many departments of Government organization would collect personal information of citizen
through different forms (online/Offline) or biometric data like thumb/finger impressions or signatures
captured through various biometric devices on different occasions according to their needs. Since it is
managed and maintained by the individual departments it may varies from one department to another, for
an instance one department is capturing name and age and another department is capturing name as fist
name, last name, surname and age as the date of birth. It means same citizen information is available with
multiple departments and they are maintaining it separately.
Since separate databases created for the same citizen at different points of time, by the different
departments it has now become difficult or challenges to the Government to find out the ways to
uniquely identifying a particular citizen for capturing or modify the citizen information with a
single click.
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The main challenges to the Government is what methodology should be adopted to create/managing the
citizen’s bio-data it is similar to the employees bio-data of an organization at one place so that it will be
updated at one place.
As long as the departments are not sharing their data it is very difficult to the government for reports,
analysis and forecasting. As far as citizen point of view, it becomes extremely difficult for them to update
their details as and when a change occurs, since departments are maintaining the citizen’s information
separately, for an instance if a citizen address has been changed, he/she has to inform the same to all
departments.
The lessons from India’s experience are that technology alone does not create change. It takes commitment
on the part of individuals and requires a long implementation period.
Every contract, legal agreement or interdepartmental request must be scrutinized to determine who is
authorized to access information, what information can be released, the purposes for which it may be used,
and the levels of security needed to assure compliance.
Government-led IT projects often suffer from institutional constraints (weak planning management and
commitment etc.), human resources constraints, and lack of capital and problems of technical adaptation.
The success on a large scale often proves elusive for a number of reasons, First, some projects succeed
largely because of the enthusiasm and competence of the initiators, a factor that cannot always be
guaranteed. Second, the motivation to improve administration is often lacking. Third, the financial
resources to scale up pilot projects are often inadequate. Finally, there is often unwilling on the part of
Government agencies to identify and develop suitable ICT applications and/or re-engineer bureaucratic
work accordingly.
Government systems can be extremely large. Departments and its agencies have been collecting massive
amounts of critical data for decades, and may have tens of thousands of system users. Undertaking massive
physical integration of data, ICT or business processes; at very high levels of cost and risk, and reduced
levels of flexibility in designing the machinery of government in the future. Some of the departments focus
on storing structured data such as text, unstructured data, which includes video files and e-mails.
Implement a Personal Information integration solution to leverage long-term investments in complex
legacy data in the government and standardize on a single platform for agency-wide data access,
management, and analysis. But lack of a standardized way for government departments to connect their
data resources, information technology and business processes together stands in the way of increased
integration of service delivery. This in turn limits the efficiency and effectiveness of the public sector.
Creating a common set of data processes and formats so that information can be shared between State
Governments, central governments and its local bodies.
The integrated Personal Information should be clean, consistent, accurate and reliable. It can be used to
have a single consistent view of a citizen, since the data is assert to the Govt. it is used for making
decisions, rules, acts, reports, forecasts and performance management. But challenges to the Government is
identifying, validating, collecting, consolidating, integrating, merging and delivering the correct data
among multiple departments/agencies.
Another major challenge is how to integrate Personal Information, if different departments/agencies are
using different languages, say languages like English, Hindi, Urudu,Telugu ,Tamil for different application
forms (online/Offline).
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Many Government departments /agencies are captured Personal Information in a wide variety of sources
and formats like Databases, flat files, spread sheets and word formats. It can be difficult to locate, identify
and select the data that needs to be extracted, cleaned and transformed. Critical Personal Information often
gets scattered across multiple departments and other agency boundaries, making it difficult to access.
Inconsistent standards for data, completeness, formats and security exist. Undefined polices for data access
remain. Personal information Integration is critical to the center and state government departments than any
other sector due to Political pressures; budget cuts and security issues bring many new and difficult
challenges.
The Government runs on taxpayer money, which is a limited fund. It can be difficult to get government
technology projects funded, and there is far greater scrutiny to prove success than in the private sector.
Lack of set of policies and standards are to be used by the Government Departments and its agencies, when
sharing or integrating their personal information, supporting information systems, or business processes.
Lack of clarity of roles, responsibilities, accountabilities, transparency of decision-making processes and
chain of accountability with appropriate responsibilities within the Government departments and its
agencies to build confidence and commitment with in the stakeholders.
The Change has to be come from the grass root level. The Government is about people – citizens, and
employees. These people must engage with e-Government. IT professionals can lead the horse to water but
they can’t make it drink.” Some of government computing is outsourced to the private sector, which will
therefore be affected by decisions influencing the requirements of government departments. Threats of
terrorist action, natural disasters, and pandemics, as well as the more mundane challenges of stretching
budgets, improving operational efficiency, and fulfilling complex missions, the Government and its
departments continue to struggle with the implementation of data integration.
Another challenge to the Government is how users can access various government/agencies services
through one access point i.e One can access Govt. services through single password. In this case the basic
IT infrastructure has to be maintained centrally. Further, certain standards need to be set at the center—both
to guarantee interoperability, as well as to eliminate redundant investments. Challenges to delivering the
integrated Personal information on demand is hindered by a number of roadblocks like Disparate systems
and data models, Security concerns, Large Volume of data across individual government
departments/agencies, Organizatial behaviour and Cost prohibitive approaches to integration.
Another challenge is Local Language Computing: As specified by Michel Gambier
(michel.gambier@microsoft.com), General Manager - Information Worker Business Group, Microsoft
APAC.(Source: E-Gov magazine for the Asia & the Middle East, July 2007) “ The Local language
computing is absolutely essential in enabling governments to communicate with citizens. Of the 6,000
languages spoken in the world today, 32 percent of them are from Asia. Yet, many of the word processing
amenities (e.g. grammar and style checkers), do not exist for native Asian languages”. Local Language
Program provides great opportunities to people of all cultures, regions, locations and languages by
facilitating access and promoting communication and interaction .
Some of the above challenges may be overcome through various ways:
Government may study all the application forms, which may be online or offline of all the departments and
make sure that all the departments are using uniformity in their application forms, so that similar type of
information will be available with all the departments. But in this case because of data redundancy the
same citizen information is available with the multiple departments and the citizen has to inform to all the
departments as and when the changes occurs in his/her personal information. Also there should be proper
mechanism where the old data can be changed in to the changed format. Another way is the Government
may adopt a methodology where citizen information can be updated or modified at a single location
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through their State Data Center using State Wide Area Network. To achieve this, the Government has to
issue unique citizen identification number, which can be used for various Government services i.e also
called Multi User Citizen identification number (MUCID). Since the citizen information is available at one
place the departments can use for sharing, analysis, reports and for forecasting It is also useful to the citizen
and he/she need not go to the multiple departments as and when change happens.
From the Figure 1
•
Land department will allot a land/plot/flat to the citizen along with proper plan to construct
•
Banks will provide loan as per rules.
•
Land/plot/flat will be registered with Revenue department based on the information given by the
Land Department.
•
Then the basic amenities like water and power will get from the respective departments.
•
The necessary property tax has to pay to property tax department.
•
Citizen will get a Passport, since he has all the necessary documents, which are required by the
concern department.
•
Even citizen will get voter identity card form the election department based on the house identity.
Similarly he will get all the benefits from other departments as mentioned at the Figure: 1.
But lack of standard norms, policy guidelines, and feasible strategies with the Government departments to
deal with the problem of unauthorized or illegal construction or violating building bye-laws, the
Government and citizens are facing lots of problems. Some examples are given below:
For an example, some times illegal/ unauthorized construction may take place even if it is on the approved
land but other than the approved plan, say only three floors to be built, but more flats have built. Lack of
proper checks on the construction of buildings as per the plan approved by the concern department, illegal
constructions may take place. Using false documents, the illegal construction will be registered. Since the
Land department is not sharing the information on the approved plot/flat/land for construction of building
with the Registration department, illegal buildings may be registered with the Registration department. In
the similar manner Banks will be provided the loan on the same property. Again banks are needed to check
the information provided by the citizen for loan with the Land department and Registration department
either through online/offline, which is not available with the many banks.
As a result the banks are providing loans to the illegal constructions. Some banks are checking the illegal
constructions at their level, but the results are not up their mark. Further he will get approvals for basic
amenities like electricity and water based on the property registration documents. Off course the citizen
will pay property tax to the Tax department and they will accept the same, since Tax department do not
have the right information about the property also the Tax department do not share their data either with the
Land department or with the property registration department. Based on the property proof, he will get the
voter identity card from the election department. Even he will get his passport also based on his property
identity.
Some times the citizens/ Residential Welfare Association (RWA) may give complaint against unauthorized
construction. Based on the complaints of citizens or Residential Welfare Associations, the judiciary
department may give orders to the concern department viz., Municipal Corporation Department to take
immediate necessary action on the unauthorized constructions or commercialization of residential areas or
they can give orders to the concerned authorities to stop providing basic amenities like water, electricity
and etc.
As mentioned in the figure (A), many Government departments and other agencies like bank and insurance
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departments are collected/collecting the personal information of a citizen as per the requirement of a
citizen. Information captured by various departments mentioned above is not shared among them, even
with the same organization/agency. Also some internal or sub-branches of these departments are not
connected with their Head /main departments. Since many departments/agencies are maintaining this data,
the government could make use of it by exchanging the data among the Departments. First of all its suboffices should be well connected with their Head/Main office and personal information and other related
data should be available in the electronic format then only the data sharing is possible among the
Departments.
In these circumstances there is a need to benefit from the interdepartmental data exchanges about the
personal information and other related data to identify the unauthorized construction, fraud and etc which
are linked with the personal data among multiple government departments, agencies and Judiciary.
Another instance is, the Central and State Government departments are responsible to provide
compensation for the citizens incase of collapse of building(s) due to natural calamities or demolish the
building(s) due to some other reasons. The only problem is that the Government did not have a Centralized
data about unauthorized citizens, who are residing in the unauthorized buildings.

5. Expected Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Simplifies the step of gathering data from incompatible devices.
Personal Information Interaction among Government Departments/Agencies will help the
Government to identify Fraud/ Misusing Funds.
Sharing personal information among all agencies and departments and leveraging information to
reduce costs while enabling decision makers to make more effective decisions faster.
Personal information can be used to locate or identify an individual including an individual’s
name, Social Security Number, Address
Minimizes the amount of hardware that must be installed and upgraded.
Minimizes the number of user interfaces that must be accessed and learned.
Better coordination of between Govt. departments/Agencies
Personal Information of a citizen can be shared, so that duplication can be avoided
Improved services to the public and Reduction in costs , by enabling knowledge, access, and
reliability of information across all the departments of government and ensuring protection of
sensitive data may overcome challenges and meet organizational goals.
There are real benefits to government, too, including a single access. Citizen’s can input their
information once, and this information can then be shared by the appropriate government
agencies, ensuring data that is up-to-date and more accurate.
Using Personal Information Integration across Government departments and its agencies, not only
share key information about the citizen across multiple departments but also to make better
management and deeper insights possible with a more efficient use of resources across State and
Center Government. Also it provides accurate, current and timely information for Govt. initiatives.
It improves efficiency, reduces costs and reducing redundancy data and improving automated
interactions among the departments. Well-integrated systems and communication process across
departments/agencies make Government work more efficiently, effectively and surely.
Government departments/agencies that collects and process massive data about the Citizen’s
Personal information, which can help the Government operations by extracting useful and hidden
information from the collected data.
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Personal Information Integration from multiple departments to identify the Unauthorized Construction
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Figure 1: Example of Unauthorized Construction
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•

Improvement of communications between departments, agencies. Improved Decision-Making upto-date information access, key managers and personnel will be able to make proactive and
reactive decisions faster and more accurately. Enhanced Service Delivery: Across the entire
spectrum of involvement within state government, the ability to easily access reliable and accurate
information is essential for enhanced service delivery. By sharing across programs, agencies, and
even other governments, will have better information to use in providing better service to the
citizens, businesses, governments and employees it serves.

6. Concluding Remarks
Personal Information integration is the right solution to the Government for integrated service delivery and
for other services like G2E, G2G, and G2B among the departments. Using personal information integration
among departments of the Government and its agencies, not only to share key information across multiple
departments but also to make better management and deeper insights possible with a more efficient use of
resources across the state or center Government. Also it provides accurate, current, and timely information
for Govt. initiatives. Personal Information sharing among government departments and its agencies does
not exist and there is an urgent need to not only accelerate information distribution, but also to broaden the
scope of organization that can share data. Sharing personal information among all agencies and
departments and leveraging information to reduce costs while enabling decision makers to make more
effective decisions faster and minimizes the amount of hardware that must be installed and upgraded.
To implement effective Personal Information integration, a deep understanding and management of
systems, information, policies, processes, security and change required between the citizens and
stockholders. Co-ordination and integration of inter-governmental departments at all levels is critical to
e-Government success. Necessary Steps need to be put in place to ensure these issues are addressed.”
The information sharing among departments should be complete, accurate, and timely manner from
disparate sources without redoing the whole system. Unfortunately for most departments, however, this
information is often unavailable, or is incomplete, inaccurate, or outdated. As a result, critical information
is not always shared at key decision points in the government process.
The personal information integration has become completely resolvable only in the last few years, with the
advent of fully functional integration backbone platforms that support flexible data exchange and service –
oriented architectures. These platforms can be configured to allow all government departments, whether
central, state, local or various combination of these entities, to share information and service across
organizational boundaries. The technology needed for Personal Information integration is already exists- all
the Government needs to do is adopt a joined-up approach to apply them more effectively.
The Government should maintain a centralized Personal Information of a citizen like their employees
database by issuing a unique citizen identification number, which can be used for various Government
services i.e also called Multi Purpose Citizen Identification Number (MPCIN). As and when a particular the
citizen information required by any public department/private department, in such case there is no need to
capture citizen information again, simply the department may get by using MPCIN since it is unique. In
this case the citizen has to update /delete the information as and when changes take place. Once
government databases are integrated through a uniform ID, access to and uses of sensitive personal
information would inevitably expand. Law enforcement, tax collectors, and other government agencies
would want use of the data. Employers, landlords, insurers, credit agencies, mortgage brokers, direct
mailers, private investigators, civil litigants, and a long list of other private parties would also begin using
the ID.MPCIN is used for stemming fraud and increasing efficiency in large-scale civil applications such
as public assistance, driver's licensing, voter registration, inmate verification, national identity and
immigrant control. It becomes a single source for depart,ments/agencies needing to verify the identification
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of persons seeking benefits, services and identification cards Etc., The resulting MPCIN system should be
cost-efficient, expandable and can be easily linked with Regional or Nationwide systems. Some
Governments are working on National ID project, but it is need to be implemented as a full-fledged project
but not as a pilot project. Even with MPCIN or National ID, there are certain challenges to be faced by the
Governmnet. Some of the challenges are given below:
A MPCIN system would depend on both the issuance of an ID card and the integration of huge amounts of
personal information used for various government databases. One employee mistake, an underlying
database error rate, or common fraud could take away an individual's ability to move freely from place to
place or even make them unemployable until the government fixed their "file." Anyone who has attempted
to fix errors in their credit report can imagine the difficulty of causing an over-extended government
agency such as the department of motor vehicles to correct a mistake that precludes a person from getting a
valid ID.

Source:(http://epaper.hindustantimes.com) dated 08.01.2008)

Figure 2: Multi Purpose Idea
A MPCIN or National ID would be "one stop shopping" for perpetrators of identity theft who usually use
social security numbers and birth certificates for false IDs (not drivers' licenses). Even with a biometric
identifier, such as a fingerprint, on each and every ID, there is no guarantee that individuals won't be
identified - or misidentified - in error. The accuracy of biometric technology varies depending on the type
and implementation. And, it would be even more difficult to remedy identity fraud when a thief has a
National ID card with your name on it, but his biometric identifier.
The Government should be confident in all aspects like piracy, security and even pressures from the
citizens as well as politicians. The Government has to decide whether departments may collect the
demographic information of the citizen individually by the states with a series of security options or they
may use one uniform standard that could lead to a national ID.
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The technology is available in the market, but the Government must be confident that they can deal with
security issues, administer and operate the system and have the scalable technical infrastructure required for
the effective exchange of Personal information of a citizen across multiple Government departments and its
agencies. Once they are sure of their capabilities, there are no limits to the amount of personal information
that can be shared and no boundaries on who can participate. Indian Government Multiple-Purpose
National Identity Card Project Details are shown in Figure 2.
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